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There are rumors that Metamask airdrop is likely to be taken on 31 March, 2023, and this is why
many crypto investors are searching for Metamask Airdrop Guide. In order to be eligible to the
MASK token airdrop, we have compiled a detailed list of things you may need to do. Please note that
there has been no official announcement about the Metamask airdrop yet. The guide is created
based on our experience.

 

In midst of this incredible crypto armageddon, one piece of news has made a big splash. MetaMask
has launched a new BridgeAggregator which could potentially mean that users can be eligible for a
future MetaMask token airdrop.

 

We describe in this article what this new feature is and how can you get $MASK for free when the
tokens are launched.

 

MetaMask Bridge explained
Metamask Bridge is an multichain swap aggregator that helps you find the best rate while moving
coins from one chain to other without leaving the DApps. Currently, the Metamask bridge is allowing
you to move coins upto 10000USD in 1:1 ratio for absolutely free.

 

MetaMask has been a very well-known self-custody wallet for a while now, that is owned
by ConsenSys, a popular New-York based blockchain software technology company. The Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of ConsenSys, Joseph Lubin, announced that a MetaMask token was in the
works. Apart from this, with the recent launch of MetaMask Grants DAO, ConsenSys has also made
clear that is focusing mainly on progressive decentralization, which is a much-needed attribute in
the crypto industry today.
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What does this new BridgeAggregator mean for users?
With the announcement of progressive decentralization, ConsenSys is aiming at developing a
protocol that is owned by the community. And one of the best and most efficient ways of putting this
into implementation is through Airdrops. With this news has hit the markets, there has been
excitement and eagerness developing in the community. However, it can not be neglected that
MetaMask has over thirty million user wallets. So it is obvious that not each and every person will be
eligible to receive an Airdrop because that would be a huge and unachievable amount.

 

How can you qualify for this exclusive Metamask Airdrop?
Since we expect the $MASK token to launch soon, our efforts should be focused on doing everything
possible to stand eligible for these token airdrops in order to get them for free.

 

Here are a few things you can do to get ready in advance:

 

Metamask Swap

MetaMask Swap allows you to swap tokens directly from your mobile or desktop wallet. To be
eligible for the Metamask airdrop, the first thing to do is to use Metamask to swap tokens.

 

If you do not have the Metamask wallet installed, click here to install it first.
Execute swaps on the platform.
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Make a minimum volumeof $100 and 2-3 swaps
Metamask swaps are currently active on these networks: ETH, MATIC, and

 

Utilize the Metamask Bridge Feature

MetaMask recently launched its Dapp for portfolio checking and it has a built-in bridge feature. To
avail of its benefits:

 

Visit the bridge.

https://portfolio.metamask.io/bridge


Connect your MetaMask Wallet.
Bridge tokens from the Ethereum network to other available networks.

Make at least 5 Bridge transactions.

 

The Bridge feature currently supports the following networks: Ethereum (ETH), Avalanche (AVAX),
Polygon (MATIC) and BNB Smart Chain (BSC).

 

Set Up Multiple Signers

Since Consensys is one of the major well-known investors in Gnosis Safe, using it may prove
beneficial for receiving Airdrops.

 

Click here to link and start using Gnosis safe.
Try and makea minimum of 10 transactions.

 

Become a Donor of Gitcoin

As “Gitcoin: Build and Fund the Open Web Together” is owned by Consensys, there is a high
probability that its users will get a MetaMask airdrop. To become a donor:
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Go to gitcoin.co/grants.
Donate a minimum of $10.
Set up the gitcoin passport.
Use a standard Layer 1 checkout.

 

Sign up at the Infura Network

In addition to Gitcoin, Consensys also own Infura, so softening up with them could increase your
chances of getting airdropped. Follow the steps below:

 

Visit Infura Network.
Fill in the form for the Program on the network.
Refer to the Infura discord to learn more about how to get involved.
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What else can you do to receive Metamask Airdrop?
There are some small steps you can take, such as keeping yourself updated with the multiple DApps
and protocols that ConsenSys is initiating. The detailed list is available here: ConsenSys Mesh
investments portfolio. You can also sign up with Layer 2 programs, as there is a little possibility that
they may airdrop to Optimism, Zksync, and Arbitrum users.

 

FAQ

Has the Metamask Airdrop been confirmed?

Metamask airdrop is not officially confirmed yet, however, there is a high chance Metamask could
airdrop tokens at launch.
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When will the Metamask airdrop start?

The exact date for Metamask token airdrop is not yet announced.

 

What will be the value of $MASK token when airdropped?

Metamask tokenomics and the listing price is not yet announced. However, based on our
experience, we can say that it should be more than 500USD.

 

BTCC is one of the best known exchange with over 11 years of stable and secure operating history
focused on the Bitcoin and Ethereum, offering trading service in US, Canada, and many other
countries in Europe. BTCC also supports tokenized futures service, allowing users to trade
stocks and commodities futures with USDT as the margin.

 

Trading on BTCC begins with registration and log in, which only takes 30 seconds. New customers
can now sign up here to get a welcome bonus of 10USDT, and complete the KYC verification process
to access all BTCC’s features and BTCC discount. Once verified, you can start trading a wide range
of asset now.

 

Sign up for BTCC now and claim special deposit bonus!
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